
Picnic Skirt  -  Supply List

Picnic Skirt pattern
Fabric:  cotton fabric – check your size and yardage on the back of the pattern
Iron on interfacing: ½ yard.  I use medium to heavier weight for a waistband.
Zipper: 9”-12” that matches the fabric
Thread to match fabric
Sewing machine in good working order.  We will use straight stitch and zig zag.
Extra sewing machine needles
Presser feet: regular foot, zipper foot, hem foot (if you have one)
Pellon pattern paper
Hand sewing needle
Fabric scissors (if you have pinking shears, bring it)
Pen/sharpie/etc.
Seam ripper (it’s sad to say; but we all use this piece of equipment)
Straight pins
Tape measure
Tape (if using tissue paper you will need to tape pieces together)



Picnic Skirt – Class Instructions

This is a good beginner skirt pattern; but it is also a good basic skirt.  I will use this pattern many times.  
Different fabric will give you a different look and drape (someday try rayon, velvet).  For our class we 
will use 100% cotton.  This pattern has a high/low hemline.  That means the front is short (above the 
knee) while the back dips lower (at or below the knee).  After you finish the class skirt and would like 
to redraw this pattern to have a normal hemline, we will do that upon completion of your class skirt.

If you would like a different hemline, bring your tissue paper or pattern paper.

To save your purchased pattern I suggest you make a copy (pattern paper).  Transfer all markings 
(piece name, size, fabric lines, etc.).  It will save time if you do this prior to class; but if you aren’t 
confident about this step we will do it first thing of class.  

Using a long tape measure please measure at your natural waist and your waist line that falls just 
below your belly button.  On the back of the pattern is a sizing chart.  I believe the skirt will hang 
between your natural waistline and below your bellybutton.  Trace the pattern that will fit you.  Keep 
in mind patterns are not written to match today’s purchased, commercial sizes.  All patterns are 
written for personal measurements.  After you make the skirt once you will have the experience to 

make another skirt that fits you perfectly.  Think Couture!  

WASH     DRY      IRON     your fabric prior to class.
This is important for all garment sewing.  Some fabric will shrink a small percentage and it is always in 
the direction you don’t want your garment to shrink.

What you will learn during class:
1. pattern layout and straight of grain
2. seam edging (zig zag, pinking shears, overlock). Class sample uses a tight, small zig zag.
3. Seam allowances
4. Interfacing
5. Zipper insertion


